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SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY
SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY IS REDEFINING REALITY
For 3,000 years, the atom was known to be the smallest indivisible particle. Scientists now know that the atom has

ONE BILLION PARTS
130 MILLION YEARS AGO

TWO STARS COLLIDED
The vibrations travelled at 186,000 miles per second and just reached earth.

WHAT'S LEFT?
A sphere 12 miles in diameter

ONE TEASPOON
weighs one billion tons

STARS COLLIDE
NASA’S VIEW OF REALITY

4% LIGHT MATTER
What we see.

27% DARK MATTER
The unseen space between what we see

69% DARK ENERGY
Our Universe expanding at Ever-increasing Speeds

Afterglow Light Pattern
400,000 yrs.

Inflation

Quantum Fluctuations

1st Stars about 400 million yrs.

Big Bang Expansion
13.7 billion years
In one generation we will accept a whole new view of reality. We are currently COPERNICANS. We know that the Sun revolves around the Earth.

~SAM BEARD, GIFT
STRESS & ANXIETY

In developed nations, one in five suffer from anxiety and stress.

Science now knows that anxiety and stress lead to disease: Cancer, Diabetes, Heart Attacks.

DISEASE = Lack of Ease.

When you are stressed, your amygdala emits cortisol, which is damaging.
Science now knows that **MEDITATION & MINDFULNESS** reduce stress.

Your Brain expands. Your Prefrontal Cortex expands. This increases:

- **FOCUS.**
- **INTUITION.**
- **CREATIVITY.**

**CONNECT WITH SELF**
Science now knows that your expanded Prefrontal Cortex increases:

**COMPASSION. LOVE. GUIDANCE. MEANING & PURPOSE.**

**CONNECT WITH OTHERS**
The untapped powers of your brain/mind abound.

CONNECT WITH THE UNIVERSE

It’s your greatest power. Are you connecting?

3 IN 4 Americans Believe in a Sixth Sense*

* 2001: GALLUP NEWS SERVICE
Stephen Kotler, Scientist, New York Times best selling Author: When you are in FLOW, you are connected in surprising ways. Time flies by and you experience top levels of creativity. Extreme athletes' lives are in danger when they surf hundred-foot waves if they are not connected to the universe.

Dr. Lisa Miller, Columbia University scientist's research shows that every child is born with a spiritual gene. (Call it your sixth sense.) Trust it. Use it. Gain life-long guidance.

Carl Jung talks of “meaningful coincidences.” Via synchronicity, ideas come to our intuition. A collective unconscious offers important empowerment opportunities.

YOUR SIXTH SENSE
ACCEPT IT. USE IT.

Or fail to activate your highest power.
 WHICH ONE WOULD YOU BE WILLING TO GIVE UP?
When you are at your most creative, do ideas FLOW to you?

Does time fly by, and you are amazed at your productivity?

When you listen to music, do you get into a groove and connect?

When you write, draw, sing, do you feel that ideas come to you in amazing ways?

Do you feel that your intuition helps guide you and helps you find your purpose in life?

When you pray, do you feel you get guidance in unexpected ways?

Most of us are connected. Like any muscle, use it and your powers will grow. Trust your intuition.
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CONNECT LEADERS
CONNECT WITH SELF

- Be Physically Fit
- Meditate
- Reduce Stress
- Activate Your Emotions and Empathy
- Explore Your Spirituality
- Elevate Human Behavior and Lead
- Flow + Multiply Creativity
- Welcome a New Reality

CONNECT WITH OTHERS

- Listen Be Present Focus
- Learn Others' Passions
- Collaborate Work in Teams
- Service + Help Others
- Trust Your Intuition
- Activate Your Emotions and Empathy
- Welcome a New Reality
- Elevate Human Behavior and Lead
- Flow + Multiply Creativity
- Connect with Self

CONNECT WITH THE UNIVERSE

- Be Physically Fit
- Meditate
- Reduce Stress
- Activate Your Emotions and Empathy
- Explore Your Spirituality
- Elevate Human Behavior and Lead
- Flow + Multiply Creativity
- Welcome a New Reality
- Connect with Self
- Connect with Others
Then 20,000
Then 500,000
Then 10 Million
Then One Billion

Each CONNECT LEADER will energize and enlist NEW CONNECT PRACTITIONERS. Again, start slow and build. Enlist 1,000 new people opening to CONNECT.
In six decades of work dedicated to public service, I have come to realize how collaboration and CONNECT can supercharge everything we can do to make our world a better place. Towards that end, I will work tirelessly to ensure societies go beyond silos and prioritize CONNECT as a transformational life skill for every human being.”

Sam Beard. The Network. England June 2, 2019